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General Electric Compan_ This Document Classified By:

I. WK Alexander _ )2. JW Baker r-,,.,_,_ .
3. la4Burton /---'-" C7".._-.....

_. JH Ferguson DISCLAIMER
5. PH Hutton
6. A Russell

7 • CC Steele 13_ report was preparedas an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Governmentnor any agency thereof, nor any of their

8. RMO Files employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
9 • Records Center bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
Battelle-Northwest once herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,

manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

i0. WC Morgan and opinions of authors expressed herein do not n:cessarily state or reflect those of the
United _tates Governmentor any agency thereof.

September 15, 1965

VERTICAL BOWING MEAS_, B REACTOR
TUBE 1575

A. E. DeMers DECLASSIFIED
-DnIP 1,

_ __.__r_ I ;5-2L)4q
HANFORD ATOMIC PRODUCTS UPERATIOvN.e_By_/,_.e_/=_._ ,5"--f/-F,_"

RICHLAND. WASHINGTON

1'40 T I C E DISTRIE3UTION OF THIS DOOUMENT IS UNLIMIT

This report was prepared for use within General Electric Company in the course _/r_t"

of work under Atomic Energy Commission Contract AT(45-1)- 1350, and any

views or opinions expressed in the report are those of the author only• This report

is subject to revision upon collection of additional data.

LEGAL 1'4OTICE ____

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither the United Stales,

nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, com-

pleteness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information,

apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of

any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or

contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or con-

tractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to,

any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with
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VERTICAL BOWING MEASURemENTS, B REACTOR

Distance From d Height Distance From A Height

Inlet Flanse Tube 157_ Inlet Flanse Tube 157_

18" .00 19' - 1.O1
2' + .05 20 _ - 1.03
3' + .10 21, - 1.08
4' + .13 22' - 1.O1
5' + • .27 23' - .95
6' + .34 24' - .85
7' + .42 25' - .75
8' + .51 26' - .57
9' + .56 27' - .41
lO' + .55 28, - .].6
ll' + .44 29' + .16
12' + .14 30' + .19
13 - .12 31' + .35
14 - .42 3e' + .36

15 - .64 33! + .e8
16 - .79 34' + .21
17 - .89 35' + .12
18 - .97 36' + .09

: 37' + .09

These data were taken on September 9, 1965 by K. W. Powers and B. K. Markfelder.
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